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X-Ray TopographicStudy of a Topaz Crystal
MrNeo Isoce,vrexo IcHrno Sunncewe
Institute of Mineralogy, Penology and EconomicGeology,Tohoku Uniuersity,Aoba, Sendai,Japan
Abstract
X-ray topographicstudiesweremadeof a succession
of thin platescleavedparallelto the
basalplanefrom the bottom to the top of a prismaticcrystalof topazfrom a pegmatitedruse
in graniteat NaegiDistrict, Gifu Prefecture,
Japan.Varioustypesof contrastimages,suchas
growth horizons,growth sectorboundaries,dislocations,and inclusionswereobservedand
interpreted.Somegrowth defectswerecorrelatedto optical anomalies.The contrastimages
vary considerablyfrom the bottom to the top as well as from the centerto the edgesof the
crystal.From thesethe growth history ofthe crystalwas deducedas follows:(l) initial rapid
of
growth stage;(2) layer growth stageon {001},{ll0}, {111},and l22ll; (3) intermission
growth and slight dissolutionby newly introducedsolution;(4) final layer growth on {120},
{ 0 2 1 } {, l l r l , a n d l 2 2 r l .

1928;Ribbe and Gibbs, l97l), optical and thermal
properties
(Kozu and Ueda, 1929),twinningsand
X-ray topographyhasbeenrecentlyappliedexten(Gliszczcynski, 1949\, and surface
intergrowths
sively for characterizationof syntheticcrystals,esmicrotopography
of crystalfaces(Sasaki,1972).X-ray
peciallyin the electronicsindustry,but not much for
on natural topaz crystalshave
topographic
studies
mineral crystals,in spite of its potential ability in
Zarka (1974)and by Authier
been
reported
only
by
elucidatinggrowth histories.Although severalimpor(private
communication).
tant X-ray topographicstudiesof natural crystals
havebeenreported,suchasofdiamond(Lang,1963),
Sampleand Experimental
fluorite (Calasand Zarka, 1973),calcite(Authier and
The topaz crystalinvestigatedwassuppliedby Dr.
Sauvage,1966),quartz (Lang, 1967),etc, the main
emphasishasbeenon structuralimperfectionsrather K. Sakuraito whom we are indebted.The crystal
came from Naegi District, Gifu Prefecture,Japan,
than on growth history.
We have therefore attempted to apply X-ray from a pegmatiticdrusein the graniteof Cretaceous
topographyto the study of the growth history of age.Topazcrystalsin this District are consideredto
naturalminerals.For this purpose,we preparedsuc- be the latestformation of pegmatiteminerals,growcessivethin platesfrom the bottom to the top of a ing most frequentlyon quartz and rarely on mica
mineralsareberyl
naturaltopazcrystal,and took X-ray topographs,
so crystalsin druses.Other associated
that the changesof varioustypesof latticeimperfec- and black tourmaline, which formed earlier than
tions, growth horizons,externalforms, and so forth topaz, having been enclosedin quartz and mica
during the whole growth history of the crystalcould (Wada, 1904).
The crystal investigatedis prismatic, 2.5 cm in
be elucidated. We hope through this type of
investigation to understand how topaz crystals length,L8 cm X 2.2 cm across,and is slightlybrown
nucleateand grow in cavities of pegmatitesunder in color and nearlytransparentbut heavilycorroded.
pneumatolyticconditions.It is alsoexpectedthat op- The crystal is bounded by well-developedfl021),
tical anomaliessuchas sectorstructures,which have l(120),m(ll}) faces,togetherwith smallera(lll),
beenreportedto occur commonlyin topaz crystals, o(221),and d(201)faces(Fig. l).
a succesSincetopaz hasa perfectbasalcleavage,
may be correlatedto growth defects.
sive
seriesof thin platesabout 0.2 mm to 1.5 mm
Natural topazcrystalshavebeenstudiedby means
of etch figures (Honess, 1927), optical anomalies thick were cleavedparallelto the basalplane, from
(Yatani,Kawasaki,and Otsuki, l90l; Rinne,1926), the bottom to the top of the crystal.Theseplateswere
crystal structure(Alston and West, 1928;Pauling, mechanicallypolishedand then etchedfor about half
Introduction
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the 020, 040, 220, and I I I reflections were also used.
X-Ray Topography
Various types of complicated contrast images occur on all plates investigated,from I : 0 to I : 8.
Some are seen only on the lower plates, others only
on the upper plates, others throughout the crystal.
The lowest plate, L: 0, exhibits the most complicated
and irregular contrast images, whereas the upper
platesshow more or lessregular and crystallographic
contrast images. The images may be classifiedas follows: wavy growth horizons, straight growth
horizons,growth sectorboundaries,dislocations,impurities, and surflacedamage. These wlll be explained
separately.
Vl/auy Growth Horizons
Of the two types of growth horizons, wavy and
straight, the wavy growth horizons are seenonly on
the lowest plate, L : 0, occurring along the marginal
portions of the crystal and also from the central portion to the (120) face (Fig. 2). They consistof narrow
white stripesalternatingwith dark wide stripes,some
of which exhibit fine textures within one stripe.
Therefore, they can not be related to irregular
Pendellbsungfringes. Although they are not straight,

Frc. I Drawing of the forms present-mlll}l, l\l20| J102ll,
u\Illl, o122ll,d[201]-on the topazcrystalstudied.

an hour at temperaturesaround 150'-160'C in concentrated KOH solution to remove surfacedamage.
However, it was not easy to remove completely the
surface damage caused by cleaving or polishing,
though this is easily discriminated from other types of
defects. The plates thus obtained were numbered
from L : 0 to L : 8 from the bottom to the top of
the crystal.
X-ray topographs were taken by transmission,using a Rigaku Denki Lang camera. All traverse
topographs were taken with AgKa radiation, operating at 50 kV and I mA. Images were recorded on
Slxune Nuclear Platesemulsion NR-El, 50 p thick.
Each topograph was subsequently enlarged by
photographic procedure through an intermediate
contrast inversion step.
Reflectionsof type {120} were mainly used for the
investigation of growth history, becausethe {120i
faces develop as large natural growth faces. For
identification of orientations and structural defects,

c{

14

(120)
Frc. 2. X-ray topograph of the lowest plate, L : 0. All X-ray
topographs are printed in orientations that conform to Figure l.
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their general trends are principally parallel to the
{ I l0} faces,partly to the { 120}faces,except those running from the center to the (120) face. They are essentially continuous from one face to the neighboring
faces,and in some casesthey becomealmost straight
(lower left, Fig. 2), when parallel to the external(120)
face. Incidentally, straight growth horizons, which
occur commonly on the upper plates,are entirely absent on the lowest plate, I, : 0.
The wavy stripes nearly parallel to the {ll0} faces
must representinitial growth horizons becausethey
occur only at the bottom ofthe topaz crystal whereit
rests on the pre-existingminerals.
Their waviness suggests that no regular layer
growth took place at this stageof growth.
The wavy growth horizons that run from the
central portion to the (120) face are flanked by two
clear white areas,corresponding to near perfect portions (Fig. 2). This suggeststhat the crystal actually
consistsof two crystalsthat coalescedin nearly parallel orientation and that the central wavy growth
horizons represent the boundary between the two.
Both crystals should have grown independentlybut
in near parallel orientation in the initial stage,and
then coalesced together to form an apparent single
crystal of the present form. This coalescenceoccurred
at the initial stagewhile the crystalswere more or less
in a low plateau-likeform, sincethis sort of pattern is
observedonly on the plate L : 0, and not on the upper plates.
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horizons parallel to thesefaces.The growth horizons
parallel to the (120) face appear in Figure 3a (120
reflection) and disappear in 3b U20 reflection),
whereas those parallel to (T20) face appear in Figure
3 b and disappearin Figure 3a.
The growth horizons parallel to (010)in Figure 3c
are seen on both Fig. 3.aand b, showing that they are
not parallel to the {010}facebut most probably parallel to the (021) face which developsas a large external
face.
These straight growth horizons are attributed to
regular layer growth. As to their nature, we do not
have enough information to draw a conclusion, except that they must have been formed by changesin
growth environment or growth speed.They may be
concentrationsof dislocations,stacking faults, inclusions, changesin d values, or localized lattice misorientations, all of which can be created by changes
in growth environment or growth speed.
Growth Sector Boundaries

At the center of Figure 3a and b is clearly seen a
high contrast rhombic pattern and the surrounding
fringe patterns. The rhombic pattern is bounded by
(ll0) directions.In Figure 3a, which is taken by 120
reflection, strong contrast images appear on [ 10]
and faint contrast imageson [ 10], whereaswhen the
g vector is reversedto T20. contrast images are also
reversed(Fig. 3b).
Figure 4 shows a seriesof X-ray topographs of the
rhombic pattern taken with different reflections.
Straight Growth Horizons
Visibility of the rhombic pattern changesregularly
Two types of straight stripe patterns, each trend- according to the choice of reflections, as for darking parallel to crystallographic directions with low field electron microscope images of stacking faults.
rational indices, are observed universally on the The rhombic pattern is, therefore, considered to be
plates where L = | and above. One type consistsof bounded by fault surfaces.
alternating dark and bright stripes having regular
The fault surfaceindicated by A in Figures3a and
spacingsand uniform darkness,which can be seen 4 runs parallel to [ 10] so that the fault surface
around the central rhombic pattern in Figure 3a. should lie on either(l l/) or (l l7), and most probably
These are consideredto be fringes appearing along o n ( l l l ) o r ( l l l ) .
growth sector boundaries, and will be describedin
From the consideration of the direction of incident
the following section. The other type has irregular X-rays to the surfaceand the changesof the intenspacingsand eachstripe variesin darknessfrom place sities of both edgesof the fault image, the top and the
to place.
bottom edges of the fault can be distinguished
Typical examplesof the latter type may be seenin (Hirsch et al, 1965). It is concluded from these that
Figure 3c, an X-ray topograph taken with 040 reflec- the fault surface indicated as A in Figure 3 and 4 lies
tion. In this topograph, straightstripesrun parallel to o n t h e ( l 1 l ) a n d n o t o n t h e o t h e r i l l l | f a c e s .
the intersectionbetweenthe (120) or (T20) facesand
The contrast of fault surface A is very faint on the
this slab section,as well as parallel to the (010)direc- topograph of 110 reflection(Fig. 4c), and entirely intion. The former can be traced from the lower to the visible on the topograph of I I I reflection (Fig. aD.
upper slab sections as parallel to the external (120) Since a fault may become effectively invisible if the
and (T20) faces; thus they are most probably growth value of g.R is very close to an integral (g is the
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FIc. 3. X-ray topographsof plate L -- l. (a) 120reflection,(b)
720,reflection,(c) 040 reflection.

planes.Sincethe rhombicpatternobserved
on X-ray
with
l}
fault
fault
surfaces
topographsconsistsof {l I
=
(21
fault
surfaces
should
coinvectorsR %
l), these
perhapsbetween
cidewith growthsectorboundaries,
growthsectorsof (001)and {111}.
Fringe patterns are seensurroundingthe central
rhombicpattern,as indicatedby the signsX, Y, Z in
Figure3a. This sort of fringepattern,which can be
seenboth under the electronmicroscopeand X-ray
may be ascribedto a grain boundary,a
topographs,
''S+it
stackingfault, a twin boundary,or a wedge-shaped
crystal.In thecaseof a twin boundary,thediffraction
condition is, in general,satisfiedonly on one sideof
the twin planeand not on theother;thuscontrastimages of either side may disappeardependingon
differentreflections.However,sucha featurewasnot
detectedfor any reflection,Furthermore,the angle
betweenthe planegivingriseto the fringepatternand
the crystalsurface,(001),can be calculatedfrom the
width and orientationof eachfringe;theseresultsare
shownin Tablel. It shouldbe noticedthat the angles
do not coincidewith any of the interplanarangles
reportedfor twinningplanesintopaz,i.e. (ll0) and
with anglesbetweenthe
(101),but theyareconsistent
slab (001) and fl02ll, ulllll, or 0l22ll faces.The
consideredto haveapfringesX, Y , Z are,.therefore,
pearedon the boundary betweenthe (001) growth
sector and {021}, lTTl), and (22t) growth sectors,
respectively.We considerthat the fringesare either
type or Moir6-type formed by the
Pendellcisung
diffraction vector, R the fault vector). the vec- overlappingof two differentgrowth sectors.
tor of the fault should be R : y6l2lll. It should
be noted that the fault vectorsR : +%[lll] were Defect Surfaces
not detectedin this crystal, as the fault images
ln Figure3, strongcontrastimagesof wavydefect
do not vanish on 12201type reflections.It is there- surfacesareseenasindicatedby B' and Br. The defect
fore conjectured that the fault surface observed surfaceB, traversesfrom the upper central to the
here is formed by the slip of t/6<2lll type on {lll}
lower left in Figure 3a, and 82 developsin the lower
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Frc. 4. Changesof contrastimagesof the rhombicpatternaccordingto the reflections.(a) 220, (b) 220, (c) 720, (d) 220, (d 0a0,
(f) tlt

part in Figure 3b; both B, and B, are seenin Figure
3c. These two defect surfaces can be traced from
platesI : I to L : 4. They show more or lesswavy
outlines,but the striking observationis that the directions of growth horizons on opposite sides of the
defect.surfaces
are markedly changed.This is clearly
seenon the opposite sidesof B, in Figure 3a. On the

right side, the growth horizons are parallel to [0 l0],
whereas on the left side they trend parallel to the
trend of (120). Furthermore, contrast images of the
growth horizons are distinctly different on the opposite sides.On the right, the width of the stripesis
narrow and their spacings more or less uniform,
whereas on the left they are thick and irregularly
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Calculated Angles between the Plane Giving Rise to the
Fringe Pattern and the Crystal Surface (001)
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s i d t h o f f r i n g e p a t t e r n , f n a g n i f i c a t i o n( x l a . 6 ) , a n d0 i n c i d e n ta n g l eo f
X - r a y b e a m( 2 0 ( A s K d ) = 1 0 , 1 ' ) ,

spaced.These differencessuggestthat on the opposite
sidesof B, there must have been a remarkable change
in growth process.
Since growth horizons seenat the lower right side
of B, in Figure 3a are the horizonsparallel to the edge
of the slab along thel(021) face, and those on the upper left side of B, are the horizons parallel to the edge
ofthe slab along the 1(120) face, the defect surface B,
may be the boundary surface betweenthe growth sect o r s o f ( 0 2 1 ) a n d o f ( 1 2 0 ) .I n a d d i t i o n , { l l 0 } f a c e s
should also be taken into consideration. Thus, we
consider that the defect surface B, (and also Bz in Fig.
3b) is the boundariesformed betweenthe earlier {l l0}
and later {120} growth sectors, as well as between
the {120} and {021} sectors.Since the defect surfaces
Bt and B, are wavy and curved and give stronger
contrast effect than any other types of growth sector
boundaries,we conjecture that there was an abrupt
changeof growth conditions,i.e., an intermissionand
weak dissolution period in the transition from {ll0}
growth to {120} growth. Since the defect surface B,
(and also Br), which is not on the close-packedplane,
will have larger strain than the crystallographic defects developingaround the central rhombic pattern,
we expected that the defect might be seen as a bire-

[a)

fringencepattern under the polarizing microscope,
about which will be describedlater.
Dislocations
Figure 5 shows several different types of line
defects,which run, in general,in straight lines, approximately normal to the growth face; curved or
branchedline defectsare alsoseen.Someshowwide
and strongdark contrastimages,othersnarrow and
faint contrast.The former represents
a bundleof dislocations,and the latter a singledislocation.
Figures5a and b area pairedtopographtakenwith
reflections,
720 andZ2O.ln the two circles,one may
seebrancheddislocations,and also notice that the
fringesexhibitbendingat branchingof dislocations.
Now, the crystalstructureof topaz(Pbnm,a 4.650A,
b 8.800A, c 8.394A) is basedon the oxygenlayers
alternatingwith the layersof compositionFrO,in the
closed packed sequenceABAC, the close-packed
planebeing(010)(Ribbeand Gibbs,l97l). From the
configurationofthe oxygenlayersin the crystalstructure, possibleBurgers'vectorsof dislocationsmay be
analyzed
to be b, : * [01], b, : * [T0l],bs : ] [0T],
:
b1 + [001],b6: I [00], andprobablybu: I [301],as
schematically
shownin Figure6. The relatedFrank's
rule may be expressedas
b ? < b ?+ b 3 . . . . . ( l )
b ?> b ? + b i . . . . . ( 2 )
If Burger'svectorsof topaz are b. : I [001],b, : *
from formula(2) that
[01], b, : I [T0l], it is expected
the i [001]dislocationwill split into two partialdislocations,+ [01] and A [I01]. The brancheddislocations may possiblybe of this type.From the changes

rt h' )

F r c . 5 . P a i r e d X - r a y t o p o g r a p h s o f d i s l o c a t i o n s .@ ) 7 2 0 , ( b ) 2 7 0 .
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of growthhorizonsparallelto (120)and
intersections
( l 20).

[3or]
Ilol]

[ 0 0 t]

\"0''
FIc. 6. Possible Bursers' vectors of dislocations in topaz.

of visibility of dislocation images depending on
different reflections, the Burgers' vectors of dislocations marked as l, 2,3 in Figure 4 were identifiedto
be [001],[01], and [0ll], respectively.
It is seen that dislocation bundles often originate
from a corner of rhombic pattern or from impurities.
This is clearly seenin Figures 4, 5, etc.
Inclusions
lnclusions appear as strong contrast images of
point type or of alignment of points on X-ray
topographs. These can be seen throughout the
crystal, though some occur selectively.At the lower
center of Figure 3a, two parallel lines of strong contrast images are seento develop nearly parallel to the
[100] direction. The lines are inclusions aligned in
rows. At the left of Figure 3c, a track of dotted strong
contrast imaqes indicated by arrows are seen at the

Surface Defects
Sincetopaz has a hardnessof 8, it is not easyto
remove entirely the surface damage induced by
cleavingor polishing.Theseappeareitherasirregular
strong contrastimagesor crack lines.
CorrelationbetweenOptical Anomalies
and X-ray TopograPhs
When a sectionparallelto the basalplaneof topaz
is observedunder crossednicols of the polarizing
microscope,various crystallographicsector structures are usuallyobserved.Theseoptical anomalies
have been studiedextensively,e,g., by Yatani et al
topaz from Naegi,Gifu Prefec(1901)on Japanese
on
ture, and by Rinne Braziliantopaz(1926).Typical
in Figure7' If one
areshownschematically
examples
it is natural
topographs,
with
X-ray
these
compares
the
between
especially
relation,
a
close
to imagine
centralrhombicpattern indicatedby A in Figure 7b
this,
and that on X-ray topographs.To investigate
plates t : I and I' : 2 were observedunder the
In the caseof L : l, no detectpolarizingmicroscope.
able sectorpatternswereseenunder the microscope,
ofthe plate.In the caseof L :2,
dueto the thickness
which is muchthinnerthanL: l, very faint sectors
however,do not
(Fig. 8a).The sectors,
wereobserved
correspondto the centralrhombic patternon the Xto the outer
ray topograph(Fig. 8b),but correspond
strongcontrastimagesBl and 82, which aregrowth
the portionswhere
sectorboundaries,representing

lilol

b

FIG

895

tIt ol
7. Schematicdrawingsof optical sectorpatternsobservedon topaz crystals.
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(.al

(b)

Ftc. 8. Corresponding optical sector pattern (a) and X-ray topograph (b).

abrupt change in the growth processtook place as
describedabove. Theseobservationsindicate that Xray topography is more sensitiveto detect internal
strains than polarizing microscopy, and that optical
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FIc. 9. Schematic drawing to show the changesof sector structures
revealed by X-ray topography, from l, : 0 to L : 6

anomaliesin topaz crystalshave a direct relation to
major growth defects.
Growth History
Figure 9 shows schematicallya successionof internal defectsrevealed by X-ray topography from the
bottom to the top of the crystal. The figure is specially focusedon the changesof the central rhombic
pattern and the corresponding profiles. From this
figure, one possible model of the whole growth history of the crystal may be elucidated as follows.
At the initial stage,growth of the topaz was rather
violent, and crystallizingparticles and impurities intermingled. Many crystallites were formed on the
pre-existingcrystalsin the cavity. Some of theseearly
crystallites coalescedto form two plateau-like crystals
having the same orientation, which later joined to
form a single crystal. No regular steady-statelayer
growth took place at this stage,and the crystal took
on an irregular and uneven plateau-like form.
T h e n , l a y e rg r o w t h o n { 0 0 1 } ,{ l l 0 } , { 1 1 l } , a n d p r o b ably on {221} took place and the crystal grew larger
through a layer (including spiral) growth mechanism.
That topaz crystals are grown by such a growth
mechanism has been established by the surface
microtopographic investigations of many topaz
crystals from the same locality (Sasaki, 1972).
The crystal gradually changed its external form
from unevenplateau to tabular, and further to short
prismatic bounded by plane faces. {120} and {021}
faces were not present at this stage.
Then, there was an intermission of growth. After
that a new solution whose physico-chemicalconditions were different was introduced into the cavity,
and the crystal suffered a slight dissolution at first.
Becauseof the changeof physico-chemicalconditions
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of the new solution,growth took place this time
mainlyon the {120}and {021}facesby a layergrowth
In otherwords,in this newsolution,the
mechanism.
growth ratesperpendicular
to {001}and {ll0} were
to {120}and
whereasthoseperpendicular
enhanced,
were
Thus,
and
diminished.
{001}
{ll0} faces
{021}
graduallydiminishedin size and eventuallydisappearedfrom the crystal,whereasthe {120}and {021}
facesgrew larger.As a result,the crystalchangedits
external form from tabular to short prismatic
b o u n d e db y { 0 0 1 } {, l l 0 } , { l l l } , a n d { 2 2 1 }f a c e st o
slightlylongerprismaticboundedmainly by {120},
{021},{lll} and {221} faces.The whole growth
history was thus completed,though there was weak
dissolutionafter the cessationof growth, which
formed various etch figureson the surface.
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